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 Vektek has collaborated with Agile Tech-
nology Partners to bring an exciting software 
development to market, Pro/FIXTURE®. This 
product is an automated fi xture base detailing 
and machining software that complements 
Pro/ENGINEER®..
 According to Tim Miller, Chief Operating 
Offi cer of Agile Technol-
ogy Partners, “Pro/FIX-
TURE® is a breakthrough 
manufacturing execution 
product, realizing the 
vision many of us had 
in the early 1990’s of 
a seamless math-based 
model-to-CNC revolu-
tion.  Terrifi c advances 
have been made in 
concurrent engineering, 
but the manufacturing 
procedure for fi xtures 
has remained virtu-
ally unchanged, locked 
in a serial engineering 
process. Pro/FIXTURE® 
breaks that lock by re-
ally leveraging the fully 
associative powers of Pro/ENGINEER® and 
extending them into manufacturing.”
 The new software automatically generates 
verifi ed fi xture base programs in minutes di-
rectly from the 3D workholding concept, and 
does this without conventional NC processing 
steps. A fi xture designer can actually generate 
CNC programs complete with detail drawings, 
a bill-of-material, tool list and verifi ed NC 
code with just a few clicks without knowledge 
of NC programming or the need to operate a 
CAM system.  Miller continues, “We believe 
that many more improvements are possible.  
I’m delighted that Vektek shares our vision 
for the time-to-market competitive advantages 
of math-based manufacturing. They worked 
with us from the beginning on the best fi xture 
design and build practices and have created 
a complete library of Pro/E® models ready to 
interact with Pro/FIXTURE®.  And as partners 
in Agile Technology’s Productivity Alliance, 
we will now work even closer to pursue 
math-based manufacturing advances in fi xture 
design.” 

 Troy Estes, Vektek’s Vice President of 
Sales for North America says, “We’ve never 
seen anything this powerful and automated.  
It makes a designer much more productive 
and enables better collaboration with the end 
user.” Pro/FIXTURE® is particularly adept at 
handling the inevitable downstream changes 

that are part of the fi xture 
business, and, because it 
runs inside Pro/ENGI-
NEER®, accuracy and 
fi delity to the model are 
integral.  Estes goes on to 
say, “Theory is fi ne, but 
the real world operates 
with last minute changes 
that affect fi xture design 
and build. Pro/FIXTURE® 
really excels here. It’s fast, 
accurate and consistent 
- that’s something that as-
sembly really likes, espe-
cially on bigger build proj-
ects. Plus, we don’t have 
to wait for a slot to open 
up in NC programming or 
get different results with 

different programmers.  Users can change 
Pro/FIXTURE®’s output if they want, but are 
fi nding they don’t have to.”

Highlights of Pro/FIXTURE® software:
 • Workholding concept to verifi ed fi x-  
  ture base program in minutes.
 •  Pro/FIXTURE®  makes the fi xture   
  base design process essentially con-
  current.
 •  Fully associative. Fixture base pro-  
  grams change as concepts are modifi ed. 
 •  Creates verifi ed NC code, tool list,   
  BOM and complete drawing set.
 •  Includes Vektek’s complete CAD library  
  of Pro/E 3D® solid models.
 •  Pro/FIXTURE® library is user-expand-
  able  to  include fi xture components   
  from other suppliers.
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Link Clamps
 In 2004, Vektek introduced a Double Acting Link 
Clamp that operates on pressures up to 5,000 psi. The suc-
cess of this initial product has prompted an expansion of 
this line into the Low Pressure, Single Acting and Metric 
clamping arenas. 
 The Low Pressure Link Clamp is a double acting 
clamp and is invaluable to the manufacturer who integrates 
their clamping systems with machine hydraulic supply. 
Rated to maximum pressures of 1,000 psi (70 bar or 
7 MPa), these durable clamps are a perfect replacement for 
manual clamping. 

  
  
  

       Vektek’s “Low Pressure Link Clamps” are designed 
with the usual exacting  standards of all Vektek product. 
Proprietary Black Hard Coating (BHC™), hardened stain-
less steel pivot pins, fl exible lever positioning (left, center, 
and right that can be altered 
by the end user), durabil-
ity, repeatability, standard 
fl uorocarbon seals and the 
highest service levels in the 
industry are why customers 
trust Vektek’s quality.
 Responding to customer 
requests for a single acting 
Link Clamp that operates 
under pressures up to 5,000 
psi, Vektek has expanded its 
offering. to include a single 
acting unit  capable of oper-

ating in this high pressure 
environment.
  Finally, Vektek Metric 
customers can now increase 
their precision and effi -
ciency using a high pres-
sure link clamp available 
in capacities from 2 kN to 
22kN.

Single Acting Automatic Shutoff   
Valve Decoupler  
 Manufacturing products that enhance our customer’s 
productivity is the commitment of Vektek, Inc. and its af-
fi liates. Known as “The Productivity Devices Company”, 
Vektek is continually introducing new products and im-

proving current 
offerings to enable 
time, money, and 
labor savings. At 
this year’s IMTS,  
Vektek rolls out 
its new Automatic 
Single Acting 
Shutoff Valve 
Decoupler. The 
manual version of 
this product has 
been a staple in the 
product line-up but 
customers have 
been calling for an 
automatic version. 

Operators can now load parts, activate hydraulics and the 
unit will automatically shut off when pressure is reached. 
 This decoupler is a convenient self-contained package 
that includes a quick connect coupling, 
an automatic shutoff valve, accumulator 
(choose between horizontal or vertical ar-
rangement), inlet and outlet fi lter screens, 
and an over-pressure relief valve. Models 
are available for circuits operating in 
ranges of 2,000-5,000 psi and 1,000-3,500 
psi. Flexibility in manifold mounting lets 
you choose between bottom mount or 
mounting from the back.   

Low Pressure 
Link Clamp 
(US-Domestic) Clamp Capacities of  
  550, 1100, and 2200 lbs

Low Pressure Metric 
Link Clamp     Clamp Capacities of   
 2.5, 5, and 10 kN

Vektek Booth E-2223



Hydraulic Locking Part Crowder
 Holding parts against a fi xed locator has now become 
an all-in-one process. Vektek engineers have designed a 
single acting hydraulic locking part crowder.  This crowder 
uses a spring at loading to position a part and  combines 
a clamping cylinder to lock the part against the hard stop 
when hydraulics are applied. You will save space on your 
fi xture, need fewer clamping components to secure your 
parts  and apply crowding and clamping pressure from the 

exact same loca-
tion on your part.  
These units can 
be plumbed onto 
your fi xture or 
manifold mounted 
and are designed 
with the usual ex-
acting standards 
of all Vektek  product.       

Worldwide 
Expansion…
Worldwide Support
 As companies become Global Players, par-
ticipating in production and marketing in countries 
around the world, the need for support in those 
markets increases.  Today, Vektek is making a 
concerted effort to support the growing number of 
Global Companies expanding outward from the 
United States.
 Many years ago, Vektek re-designed the 
VektorFlo® product line to fi ll the needs of our in-
ternational, metric customers.  Earlier this year, we 
introduced the Vektek Metric catalog in English.  
The Vektek Metric catalog is currently available in 
Chinese and will soon be available in Spanish.  If 
you have a special request or translation you would 
like to see, please let us know.  We are here to sup-
port you and your local applications.
 You, our customers, have been expanding 
into markets such as China, India, Mexico, South 
Korea, Europe and Japan.  In support of you, our 
dedicated and loyal customers, we have followed 
or occasionally led into these emerging markets 
setting up sales, service and support operations as 
we expand.
 Local resources are there to support you. To-
day, support for China and Mexico are performed 
by Vektek employees working in Vektek offi ces.  
Support in India and on the Pacifi c Rim are pro-
vided by factory-trained agents who can call on 
Vektek staff resources to get answers and resolve 
outstanding issues. From coast-to-coast, either side 
of the Pacifi c or Atlantic Oceans, Vektek will stand 
behind our products and satisfy your needs as 
The Productivity Devices CompanyThe Productivity Devices Company



A discussion of hydraulics and general terms associated with the 
science, system types, and power supplies was  included  in the 
last edition of the Vektek Power Press,  As promised, the Techni-
cal Perspective section of this edition will discuss valves. 
 
Directional Control Valves 
 A directional control valve is a device that directs the move-
ment of fl uid fl ow in a system.  They may be operated manually, 
electrically, pneumatically, or hydraulically.
 One of the most common directional control valve designs is 
a type called a spool valve.  By nature of the design itself, spool 
valves can leak across their various internal paths, which may 
create problems with backpressure in your system, heating of the 
oil in the pump’s reservoir, as well as a clamp’s holding ability.  
Vektek does not recommend using spool valves in clamping 
systems and offers manual and electrical control valves in either a 
poppet or a shear seal style design. 
The most common valve confi gurations used in our industry are,
· Two-Position Three Way
· Three-Position Four Way

Two-Position 3-Way has two different valve operator positions, 
open or closed.  It is described as a three-way valve because there 
are three separate fl uid fl ow paths, or ports.  These paths or ports 
are commonly referred to as “P”, “T”, and “A”.  “P” refers to the 
pressure port as supplied from the pump unit, “T” is the tank or 
return line to the pump reservoir, and “A” is the working branch 
of the circuit which is typically connected to the clamp, or actua-
tor.  This type of value directs fl ow in one direction at a time, 
from the pump (“P”) to the actuator (“A”) in one position or from 
the actuator (“A”) to the tank (“T”) in the other position.  Vektek 
recommends this style of valve to control single acting devices.

2 X 3 Normally Closed Solenoid Valve blocks 
the fl ow path from the pump while 
allowing fl uid to fl ow from the ac-
tuator to tank in the un-actuated (no 
electrical signal) position.
  When the valve is electrically 
actuated, the fl ow is directed from 
the pump to the actuator and the 
fl ow path back to tank is blocked.

2 X 3 Normally Opened Solenoid Valve allows 
the fl uid to fl ow from the pump to the 
actuator, while blocking fl ow path to 
the tank in the un-actuated (no electri-
cal signal) position.
  When the valve is electrically actu-
ated, the fl ow path is blocked from 
the pump and the fl ow path from the 
actuator is directed back to tank.

Three-Position 4-Way  has three different valve operator posi-
tions, left, center, and right position.  It is described as a four-way 

valve because there are four separate fl uid fl ow paths or ports.  
They are commonly referred to as “P”, “T”, “A”, & “B”.  As de-
scribed in the two-position valve, “P” refers to the pressure port, 
“T” is the tank, and “A” & “B” are the two working branches of 
the circuit, which are typically connected to a clamp, or actuator.
When the valve operator is in the left or right position, the valve 
directs the fl uid fl ow thru two separate fl ow paths at the same 
time.  One position sends fl uid from the pump (“P”) path to the 
working (“A”) side of an actuator while the path from the op-
posite (“B”) side of the actuator is directed back to (“T”) tank.  
When the valve is shifted to the opposite position, the internal 
fl ow paths are reversed, sending fl uid from “P” to “B” and “A” to 
“T”.  This valve confi guration is most commonly used to control 
double acting devices.
 The third or center position of a three-way valve allows for 
various circuit control operations or functions.
Vektek currently offers three-position valves with two different 
center positions, “Closed Center” and “P Blocked”:

3 X 4 “Closed” Center Valve blocks all internal fl uid paths (“P”, “T”, 
“A”, &”B”) so that no fl ow is permitted from either the pump or 
the actuator when in the center position. The solenoid version of 
this confi guration has a mechani-
cal spring to return the operator to 
the center position when there is no 
electrical signal.

3 X 4 “P” Blocked Center Valve blocks the 
fl uid path from the pump (“P”), 
but allows fl ow from both sides of 
the actuator (“A” & “B”) to return 
to tank (“T”) when in the center 
position. The solenoid version of 
this confi guration has a mechani-
cal spring to return the operator to 
the center position when there is no 
electrical signal.

Special Function Valves

Check Valve is a device that will allow fl ow thru the valve in one di-
rection only. When the inlet fl ow 
is stopped the valve will close 
and block the passage preventing 
the return, or backward fl ow of 
fl uid.  This type of valve requires 
a separate control valve, path, or 
device to release the downstream 
fl uid blocked by the valve.

Pilot Operated Check Valve is a valve that combines the function of a 
check valve as well as an internal pilot piston to unseat the check 
valve. When pressure is applied to the pilot port, it will open or 
“unseat” the check valve, allowing return fl ow thru the valve.  
The pilot operated valve is commonly used as an “A” or “A-B” 
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check valve to provide various 
control of the fl ow in the actua-
tor circuit.

Sequence Valve is a manually 
adjustable, normally closed 
device that prevents the fl ow of fl uid in the hydraulic circuit until 
a pre-set pressure setting has been achieved. Once the pre-set 
pressure has been achieved, the 
valve will open and allow fl uid to 
fl ow through the valve to an actua-
tor.  This allows the devices in one 
branch of a circuit to be actuated 
at a different pressure setting than 
items in another branch of the 
same circuit. This device does not 
regulate pressure on an actuator, 
therefore once activated the down 
stream pressure will equalize with that of the main supply pres-
sure. The amount of time required to open the valve is dependent 
upon the fl ow rate of the pump and backpressure in the system. 
When the inlet supply pressure is decreased below the pre-set 
pressure, the valve will close again and an internal check valve 
will open permitting fl uid fl ow from the actuator back thru the 
valve.  This will allow the sequenced devices to return to pre-ac-
tuation condition.

Pressure Limiting Valve (PLV) is a 
manually adjustable normally 
open valve that limits the pres-
sure in a branch of the circuit and 
will maintain a lower pressure on 
that branch than the main circuit 
pressure. It will allow fl ow to 
pass from the inlet port thru the 
valve to the outlet port and build pressure in the downstream 
system.  As the pressure in the downstream system increases, 
backpressure thru the valve causes it to close and block off 
fl ow.  The inlet pressure from the main system will keep the fl ow 
blocked, and therefore cannot re-open to compensate for pressure 
loss in the downstream pressure limited system.  When the inlet 
pressure is removed, the valve will re-open and allow the down 
stream fl uid to return to tank thru the valve.  As this valve, by 
itself is held closed by the main system pressure.  It is best suited 
for use with single acting actuators.  Contact your Vektorfl o® 
sales team for information and recommendations when installed 
in a double acting system.

Pressure Reducing Valve (PRV) is a 
manually adjusted normally open 
valve that reduces pressure in 
a branch of the circuit and will 
maintain a lower pressure on 
that branch than the main cir-
cuit pressure. It will  allow fl ow 

to pass from the inlet port thru the valve to the outlet port and 
build pressure downstream in the system.  As the pressure in the 
downstream system increases, backpressure on the outlet port 
of the system will close the valve and block off the fl ow.  It will 
maintain a lower pressure setting than the main system pres-
sure by monitoring the reduced pressure system.  If the reduced 
pressure system starts to fl ow again, as in a leak in the system, 
allowing the pressure on valve to drop below the pre-set pres-
sure, the valve will re-open to allow make up fl ow from the main 
system until the pre-set pressure is again reached (assuming that 
the fl ow on the reduced pressure portion of the system is slow 
enough for the power supply to overcome the pressure loss, 
or the fl ow stops) and again closes.  When the inlet pressure is 
removed, the valve will open and allow the fl uid to return to tank 
thru the valve.  As this valve will re open and reset if there is a 
downstream pressure drop, it will work well with both single and 
double acting actuators.

Speed Control Valve is an adjustable device that controls speed 
of an actuator by restricting the fl ow of the fl uid.  The valve is 
typically manually adjusted to obtain required actuation speed.  
The two basic types of speed control valves are described below.

Needle valve is a device that has a variable orifi ce that restricts 
fl ow in both directions. One of the major drawbacks to this type 
of valve is that due to the area 
differential of most double acting 
devices, there is a potential to cre-
ate damaging pressure spikes in 
the system if the valve gets totally 
closed.  Another drawback to this 
type of valve is that as it will 
restrict fl uid fl ow in both direc-
tions, potentially effecting the return performance of single acting 
devices being returned by spring force alone.  Because of these 
potential drawbacks, Vektek no longer offers a needle valve.

Flow Control Valve is a device that combines the function of a needle 
valve with that of check valve. This allows restricted fl ow in one 
direction and free or unrestricted fl ow in the other direction.  To 
prevent the potential of creating a pressure intensifi cation in a 
hydraulic power clamping system, in most cases, it is recom-
mended that the fl ow control valve be installed in such a way 
that the fl ow is metered into the device.  Metering in is typically 
referred to as speed control, while 
metering out is typically referred 
to as load control, which has the 
potential to cause pressure spikes.  
Additional information about 
metering for speed / load control 
can be found in other publications 
such as “Fluid Power Directory” 
and “Industrial Fluid Power” adjusting the inlet pressure.

1-866-864-1752



Accumulator
 An accumulator is a device that temporarily stores a 
volume of fl uid under pressure. Vektek uses a sealed piston 
to separate a gaseous space in the accumulator from the hy-
draulic space.  The gas side is charged to a pre-determined 
pressure with nitrogen.  Nitrogen is an inert, non-com-
bustible gas.  Never use any gas other than nitrogen for 
accumulator pre-charge.  
Until the hydraulic system 
pressure exceeds the gas pre-
charge pressure, no addition-
al hydraulic fl uid is induced 
into the accumulator.  As the 
system pressure increases 
above the pre-charge pressure, the nitrogen further com-
presses, and oil is forced into the accumulator.  This stored 
fl uid is used to help stabilize the pressure and / or fl ow in 
a system.  When unclamping a system, the accumulator 
will discharge as the system pressure decreases, which may 
delay the return of single acting devices.  Once the pressure 
is below the accumulator charge pressure, the entire system 
pressure will degrade quickly.
 In a closed system such a pallet-decoupled application, 
the system is subject to pressure changes relative to the 
temperature fl uctuations of the fl uid captured in the system.  
As the ambient temperature increases or decreases, so will 
the relative pressure in the system.  The function of the 
accumulator in this instance is to act as a cushion to help 
accommodate, or minimize the effects of these temperature/ 
pressure changes.  Additionally, an over pressure relief 
valve should be considered as an additional safety measure.  
The following formula can be used to estimate the expected 
pressure change resulting from temperature change in a 
closed system.  (Note that the formula uses absolute pres-
sure and absolute temperature.  To convert PSIA to PSIG 
subtract 14.7.)

   
Where:  P2 =  Resultant pressure, PSIA
    p1 =  Initial pressure, PSI
    T1 = Initial temperature F°
    T2 = Final temperature F°

 In the event of a leak in a closed system, the hydrau-
lic fl uid stored under pressure in the accumulator will be 
drawn into the system to try to offset the effects of that fl uid 
loss.  However, as the fl uid is drawn into the system, the 
pressure will degrade until the supply of fl uid under pres-
sure is exhausted.  The resulting function in this scenario 
is to help minimize the effects of the pressure decay so that 
the system problem can be detected and repaired.
In certain instances, a very high, but brief pressure rise, 

or spike may occur in the system.  This may be from the 
actuation of a control valve operating a system that has a 
great deal of pressure, the intermittent pumping of an air/oil 
pump, the reciprocating action of a piston pump, or a shock 
load such as dropping a dead weight onto the actuator.  In 
many of these situations, an accumulator might be utilized 
to absorb some of the shock, or pressure spikes induced 
into the hydraulic system.
 The pre-charge of an accumulator should be checked 
periodically to ensure proper system integrity.  A simple 
way to do this is to start with a system that is fully clamped 
and then simulate a very slow system leak (i.e. connect the 
hose from the powersupply to the pallet decoupler and just 
slightly opening the handle on a pallet decoupler allowing 
the hydraulic oil to return to the pump’s reservoir).  The 
gage in the system will loose pressure very slowly, until the 
accumulator pre-charge has been reached, at which point 
the gage reading will fall to zero almost instantaneously.
 To achieve reliable performance from an accumulator, 
the pre-charge of the gas on an accumulator should be in 
the range of 20% to 75% of maximum hydraulic pressure.
 The following formula will estimate the oil volume 
for an accumulator with the Nitrogen stabilized to ambi-
ent temperature.  (Note that the pressures are converted to 
absolute in the formula).
   
 

Where:  v2 =  Hydraulic fl uid volume
    P1 =  Accumulator pre-charge pressure PSI
    P2 = Maximum hydraulic system pressure PSI
    V1 = Accumulator volume

(For Vektorfl o®, accumulators 10-1016-XX the oil capac-
ity  is 4.3 cubic inches and for 10-1014-XX it is 1.2 cubic 
inches.)

Orifices
 An orifi ce is a device in the hydraulic line with a small hole 
through it, which restricts the fl ow of fl uid based on the differ-
ential pressure (inlet pressure minus the outlet pressure) across 
the orifi ce.  The larger the differential pressure, the more fl uid 
will pass through the orifi ce.  Due to the compact nature of many 
hydraulic work-holding actuators, the fl uid capacity is relatively 
small.  Because of this small capacity, it is relatively easy to drive 
these actuators with excessive speed.  One way to address this is 
through the implementation of an orifi ce.  In most work holding 
devices, the fl ow through an orifi ce is often considered constant 
because the displacement is so small, and the differential pressure 
changes so rapidly.  While the methodology for calculating fl ow 
through an orifi ce can be tedious, it is well documented in various 
technical manuals, and will not be elaborated on here.  However, 
because of the nature of clamping systems, to obtain the desired 
results for an individual system, it is usually preferable to estab-
lish orifi ce sizing by testing in your specifi c system.

P2=
(p1 + 14.7) x (T2 +459.67)

T1 +459.67

v2 = V1 - (                              )
(P1 + 14.7) x V1

P2 +14.7
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   An orifi ce restricts fl ow in both directions and   
  therefore could possibly inhibit their return    
  performance of single acting devices, due to an   
  increase in back pressure.
   The orifi ce is prone to plugging from system con-  
  tamination.  Additional fi ltration maybe required to   
  proved acceptable performance.
   Pressure drop is highly dependent on fl uid viscosity,   
  which will greatly infl uence orifi ce performance.
Filtration
 Proper fi ltration is extremely important to the integrity of a 
hydraulic system.  Contamination can lead to premature device 
failure, catastrophic device failure, intermittent system problems, 
degradation of seals, and poor overall system performance.  Con-
tamination is not limited to foreign materials such as chips but 
also from ingress of coolants and water into the system.  Water/
coolants in the hydraulic system can lead to corrosion, reduced 
lubrication fi lm thickness, and accelerated metal surface fatigue.

Filter is a device whose primary function is the retention of insol-
uble contaminants in a fl uid, by some type of porous medium.  A 
fi lter’s rating is typically given in microns, which is an indication 
of the size of contamination it will collect.  A micron is defi ned 
as thirty-nine millionths (.000039) of an inch.  For reference, an 
average grain of table salt is about 100 microns in size; a human 
hair about 70, and talcum powder is about 10.  The most com-
mon fi ltration recommendation for hydraulic clamping system 
is 10 - 25 microns, which will fi lter such things as grit, fi nes, 
and sludge.  However, to stop contaminants such as chips from 
traveling in a system, a micron rating of up to 180 (0.0070”) has 
proven adequate.

Screen (mesh) is a coarse strainer element that stops larger con-
taminants from moving down stream, but typically may not 
retain them.  Screens are rated by U.S. Sieve No. instead of 
microns.  While these two ratings are not the same, they can be 
compared as to the size of contaminates they will collect.  For 
example, (from the “Lightning Reference Handbook, 8th Edition 
© Copyright 1990 published by Berendsen Fluid Power, Tulsa, 
Ok) a screen with a Sieve number of 50 has an approximate 
micron equivalent of 297 (0.0117” particulate); Sieve 140 is ap-
proximately 105 micron (0.0041” particulate); and Sieve 325 in 
approximately 44 micron (0.0017” particulate).  While a screen 
with a Sieve No. of 100 (0.0059” particulate) should adequately 
stop chips and debris from traveling in your system; the screen 
should not be considered a replacement for a primary fi lter ele-
ment.

Flow Requirement:
 Determine the time in seconds (T) allows for clamping.  
(Verify that this in the operating ranges of the devices.)
Pick the devices required for fi xturing application.  Determine 
displacement in cubic inches for each device.  (Including volume 
of oil in the accumulator and fl ex hose if applicable).  Add the 
displacement for the devices together (D1 ).

To determine required fl ow:  

Line Sizing
 It is recommended that the fl ow through the lines be in the 
Laminar region.  To keep fl ow in the Laminar region requires a 
Reynolds number of 2000 or less.  Flows in 2000 to 4000 range 
are Transitional, and above 4000 are Turbulent.  Transitional and 
Turbulent fl ows generate higher back pressures and may interfere 
with Sequence valve, PRV and PLV function, therefore should be 
avoided when ever possible.

     
     
    
Where:   Nr =  Reynolds number  
  Q  =  Flow rate, GPM      
  μ   =  Viscosity in Centistokes, 132 for ISO 32   
   hydraulic fl uid      
  d   = Inside diameter of line in inches.

 Velocity is the next consideration.  For double acting only 
systems, this can be as high as 33 FT/Sec.  For systems contain-
ing single acting actuators, this should be limited to 10 FT/Sec.

  

Where:   A =  Cross sectional area = d2 x .785
 V=  Velocity in Ft/Sec.

CIRCUIT DESIGN
 Before the hydraulic circuit can be designed, the following 
things must be defi ned:
   The type and number of each type of hydraulic   
   actuator to be used on fi xture
   The oil capacity of each actuator (in3) 
   The operating pressures required.  See Vektorfl o®  
   catalog for pressure required for clamp force on  
   each specifi c actuator
   Required pressure reductions per circuit
   The cycle time required to clamp and unclamp
   The sequence of operation
   Type of control required
   Coupled or de-coupled system
  Our series on hydraulic systems and circuits will conclude 
with our next issue with a discussion on general design guide-
lines and  we will illustrate some sample circuits.

R
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GPM=
D1  x 60
T x 231

(231 CIM = 1 GPM =3.85 CIS)

Nr=
3162 x Q
μ x d

V=
.320833 x Q

A
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